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Abstract 
 
This study describes how latent trait models, specifically the multi-faceted Rasch model, 

may be applied to identifying rater effects in performance ratings. Three general types of 
rater effects are presented (Accuracy/Inaccuracy, Severity/Leniency, and Centrality/ 
Extremism), and indices that are useful indicators of those rater effects are identified. Each 
of these indices is examined in the context of ratings assigned by highly trained raters to 
essays written for an Advanced Placement examination, and individual raters suspected of 
exhibiting these various rater effects are identified. Each of these rater effects exists in the 
data in both non-ignorable rates and magnitudes. 
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Identifying Rater Effects Using Latent Trait Models 
 
Human judgment is used to assign ratings in a wide variety of domains. Judges rate the 

athletic performance of gymnasts and divers. Connoisseurs rate the quality of wine and beer. 
Employers rate the suitability of job applicants. Judges rate the degree to which animals 
exhibit the idealized characteristics of that animal’s pedigree. Educators rate the performance 
of students on constructed-response achievement test items. When important decisions are 
made based upon such ratings, it is essential that the assigned ratings are accurate and fair. 
As a result, rater selection, training, and monitoring procedures are often employed for the 
purpose of minimizing the impact of rater inaccuracy or bias on ratings.  

One example of efforts such as these arises in educational achievement tests that require 
the examinee to write an essay in response to an examination question. Such questions are 
common on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), the Scholastic Aptitude 
Test (SAT), and the Advanced Placement (AP) examinations. In these large-scale, high-
stakes examination settings, raters typically must meet minimum qualifications in order to be 
selected as a rater, such as having earned a graduate degree and having teaching experience 
in the content area of the examination. Once selected for a rating project, raters undergo 
hours or even days of training to learn the criteria upon which ratings will be assigned, re-
view rated exemplars of examinee responses, practice assigning ratings to example re-
sponses, discuss the ratings they assign with other raters to clarify the fine points of the rat-
ing criteria, and receive feedback on their progress toward mastering the rating criteria. Of-
ten, raters must demonstrate mastery of the rating criteria by achieving a minimum level of 
agreement with expert raters on pre-scored example responses prior to assigning ratings that 
are reported to students. In addition, raters are frequently monitored throughout the rating 
session to verify that their ratings maintain desirable levels of accuracy, and raters who ex-
hibit drift away from the adopted standards for performance may be retrained or removed 
from the rating session. 

Regardless of the efforts taken to minimize inaccuracy and bias in ratings, idiosyncrasies 
exist in the behaviors of raters, and systematic patterns in these behaviors are termed rater 
effects. Because rater effects are systematic, they are detectable as patterns in the ratings 
assigned by the raters. This manuscript identifies several classes of rater effects, explains 
how a latent trait measurement model can be used to detect these rater effects, and presents 
an empirical example of such an application.  

 
 

Rater Effects 
 
Most research concerning rater effects has examined those effects using three method-

ologies. One line of research has focused on rater cognition and the relationship between a 
rater's cognitive processing and focus and that rater's proficiency (Breland & Jones, 1984; 
Freedman, 1979; Freedman & Calfee, 1983; Pula & Huot, 1993; Vaughan, 1991; Wolfe, 
1997; Wolfe, Kao, & Ranney, 1998). These types of studies tend to emphasize differences 
between expert and novice raters, and the results mirror expert-novice differences observed 
in other domains (Glaser & Chi, 1988). Specifically, those studies have shown that expert 
raters tend to focus on very specific characteristics of the essays and conceptualize the rating 
process holistically. 
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Another line of research has focused on characteristics of raters, the rating task, and the 
rating environment that relate to the presence of rater effects in ratings (Dean, 1980; Hoyt, 
1999; Hoyt, 2000; Jako & Murphy, 1990; McIntyre, Smith, & Hassett, 1984; Murphy & 
Anhalt, 1992; Tziner & Murphy, 1999; Welch & Swift, 1992; Yu & Murphy, 1993). Some of 
these studies have suggested that the manner in which information is presented to raters and 
the way that raters process that information may introduce certain types of rater effects, such 
as proximity errors or halo effects. Others have suggested that certain types of errors have a 
more severe impact on the reliability and validity of ratings. 

The third line of research has focused on the impact of rater effects on ratings and devel-
oping methods for statistically modeling and correcting for rater effects (Braun, 1988; de 
Gruijter, 1984; Engelhard, 1992, 1994, 1996; Houston, Raymond, & Svec, 1991; Longford, 
1996; Lunz, Wright, & Linacre, 1990; Murphy & Balzer, 1989; Raymond & Viswesvaran, 
1993; Vance, Winne, & Wright, 1983; Wolfe, Chiu, & Myford, 2000). Several of these au-
thors have relied on analyses of raw scores and applications of generalizability theory. More 
recent efforts have focused on the development and utilization of latent trait applications. 
The study presented here is consistent with these more recent efforts. Prior to presenting 
those latent trait procedures, however, several types of rater effects that may be detected 
using these methods will be presented. 

 
 

Accuracy/Inaccuracy 
 
One of the most common concerns of those who utilize ratings to make decisions is 

whether raters have been sufficiently trained or have sufficient expertise to assign accurate, 
rather than inaccurate, ratings. The ability to assign accurate ratings (i.e., the demonstration 
of rater accuracy) may be the result of experiences that the rater has had (e.g., training, edu-
cation, work experiences), cognitive factors (e.g., thinking styles, learning abilities), and 
characteristics of the rating criteria (e.g., degree of similarity of the criteria and the rater’s 
beliefs and understanding of the domain in question) and the rating environment (e.g., free-
dom from distractions, types of social interactions that occur in that setting). Hence, the most 
suitable raters maybe those who have thinking styles and belief systems that are consistent 
with the training approach and rating criteria. In addition, rater training, rater monitoring, and 
the structure of the rating task may facilitate accuracy by providing a suitable rating envi-
ronment. Inaccuracy, the converse of accuracy, is a rater effect that is typically avoided by 
those who supervise the assignment of ratings. 

Rater accuracy and inaccuracy can be defined statistically by considering the impact that 
each of these effects has on the residuals of the observed scores from their expectations. The 
expected rating is the value of the expectation of assigned ratings across an innumerably 
large number of contexts (raters, time, items, etc.). This expectation is sometimes referred to 
as the “true” rating (in true score test theory) or as the expected score derived from the rated 
individual’s parameter-based ability (in latent trait test theory). While rater accuracy results 
in a high degree of consistency between assigned ratings and expected, or known-to-be-valid, 
ratings1, rater inaccuracy results in low levels of consistency between assigned ratings and 
expected ratings. In this sense, accuracy manifests itself as small, randomly distributed pat-
terns of residuals, where the residual is defined as the difference between the observed rating 
(X) and its expectation [E(X)], residual = X - E(X). That is, rater accuracy should result in a 
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standard deviation of the residuals that is small, and a correlation between the residual and 
E(X) that is near zero. Rater inaccuracy would also result in independence between residuals 
and E(X) (i.e., rresidual,expected is near zero), but, the standard deviation of the residuals would be 
large. These patterns are displayed in Figure 1. 

 
 

 
 

Figure1: 
 Rater Accuracy and Inaccuracy Residual Patterns 

 
 

Harshness/Leniency 
 
The most commonly researched rater effect occurs when raters utilize the same criteria 

but adopt different levels of stringency within that framework. In these cases, the rank order-
ing of ratings assigned by different raters is very consistent, but the average ratings are dif-
ferent. Raters who tend to assign lower scores are said to be severe or harsh while raters who 
tend to assign higher scores are said to be lenient. In the purest case, harsh and lenient raters 
assign ratings that are perfectly correlated with expected ratings. As a result, the standard 
deviation of the observed residuals would be near zero, and the residuals and E(X) will be 
independent of one another. Rater harshness and leniency can be explicitly modeled in the 
latent trait framework described here as locations of raters on the underlying linear contin-
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uum, and the residuals from this model take those locations into account. As a result, the 
mean residual would be near zero as well. 

In norm-referenced measurement frameworks (i.e., those in which ratings derive their 
meaning from their relative standing in the distribution of ratings), rater harshness and leni-
ency do not influence relative standings of objects of measurement when comparisons are 
made between raters. When all raters rate all objects of measurement and only rater harsh-
ness or leniency exists (i.e., no other rater effects, such as inaccuracy), a simple average or 
sum of the ratings assigned by all raters reproduces the distribution of expected ratings with 
only a constant shift of that distribution. As a result, norm-referenced comparisons would 
result in perfectly reliable decisions about the objects of measurement in the case of pure 
harshness and leniency with a complete rating design. However, when rating designs are 
incomplete (i.e., when only a portion of the raters assign ratings to any given object of meas-
urement2 – a characteristic that is common in large-scale rating projects for the sake of mini-
mizing cost), the existence of rater harshness or leniency may influence the relative standing 
of individual objects of measurement, depending on the level of harshness or leniency of the 
subset of raters who assign ratings to that object of measurement. Clearly, the influence of 
rater harshness and leniency can be minimized by increasing the number of raters who assign 
ratings to any given object of measurement and ensuring that the assignment of raters to 
objects of measurement is random. Generalizability Theory provides a measurement model 
that allows for the prediction of reliability under various rating designs (Brennan, 1992; 
Shavelson & Webb, 1991). 

A similar, but slightly more complicated, problem exists when harshness and leniency 
enter into the ratings assigned in a criterion-referenced interpretive framework. In this case, 
decisions are not accurate under complete or incomplete rating designs. In the case of com-
plete rating designs, the shift of the distribution of ratings from the distribution of expected 
ratings by a constant results in a different proportion of objects of measurement above and 
below the established cut score. In the case of incomplete rating designs, the shift of subsets 
of objects of measurement associated with each rater or subset of raters will result in similar 
changes in the proportion of objects of measurement falling above or below the cut score, but 
the magnitude of these shifts will depend on the degree to which harshness or leniency is 
pervasive in that rater subset’s ratings. In either case, increasing the number of raters will 
only result in a reproduction of the distribution of expected ratings if the distribution of rater 
harshness and leniency is symmetrically distributed around a value of zero. 

 
 

Centrality/Extremism 
 
A less common concern, but one that is likely to be prevalent in rating projects in which 

raters are monitored using methods that rely on inter-rater comparisons, occurs whether 
raters have sufficiently mastered the rating criteria but they apply the extreme categories of 
the rating scale differentially. Specifically, raters who tend to assign fewer scores at both the 
high and low ends of the rating scale are said to exhibit centrality. This results in a concen-
tration of assigned ratings in the middle of the rating scale. A similar rater effect, one that 
will not be explored in this article, named restriction of range exists when centrality is com-
bined with leniency or harshness (Saal, Downey, & Lahey, 1980). That is, restriction of 
range results in a restricted dispersion of ratings around a non-central location on the rating 
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scale. The converse of rater centrality occurs when raters tend to overuse the extreme rating 
scale categories – a rater effect called extremism. 

Rater centrality and extremism manifest themselves in both the pattern and the spread of 
the residuals. When centrality occurs, the observed ratings regress toward the center of the 
rating scale. As a result, residuals tend to be large and positive for low expected ratings and 
large and negative for high expected ratings, as shown in Figure 2. However, to understand 
the impact of this trend on summary statistics for the residuals, one must consider the distri-
bution of the expected scores. Just above the x-axis of Figure 2, a unimodal, centered, and 
symmetrical distribution of expected ratings has been superimposed. Notice that the greatest 
density of expected ratings corresponds to the point on the residual axis where residuals are 
small. As a result, taking the standard deviation of the residuals across this particular sample 
of expected ratings results in a residual standard deviation that is near zero. Also, note that 
the pattern of residuals is negatively correlated with the expected ratings due to rater central-
ity (i.e., rresidual,expected approaches -1.00). 
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Figure 2: 
 Rater Centrality Residual Patterns 

 
 
Figure 3 demonstrates the influence of rater extremism on the residuals. When extremism 

occurs, the observed ratings are pushed into the tails of the rating scale. As a result, residuals 
tend to be near zero for extreme expected ratings. The absolute value of the residuals in-
creases as the expected rating approaches the center of its distribution. Taking into account 
the distribution of expected ratings superimposed near the x-axis of Figure 3, it seems that 
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the standard deviation of the residuals will likely be large because the largest absolute re-
siduals are located at the most dense location of the distribution of expected ratings. In addi-
tion, because of this density pattern, rresidual,expected will approach 1.00. 
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Figure 3: 
 Rater Extremism Residual Patterns 

 
 

A Statistical Summary 
 
In the previous discussion, several types of rater effects were described according to the 

behavior of the residuals that arise when those rater effects occur. Table 1 summarizes those 
characteristics. Specifically, we expect accurate raters to produce residuals that have a stan-
dard deviation close to zero with no correlation between the magnitude of the residual and 
the expected rating. Inaccurate raters are expected to produce residuals that also exhibit no 
correlation with the expected ratings, but the standard deviation of the residuals will be large. 
Lenient and harsh raters will produce residuals that are tightly clustered (i.e., the standard 
deviation will be close to zero), and the residuals will not be correlated with the expected 
ratings. As explained in the next section, a parameter of the latent trait model will be useful 
for differentiating these two effects from the accuracy effect. Central raters will produce 
residuals with standard deviations near zero. However, unlike accurate raters, central raters 
will produce residuals that are negatively correlated with expected scores. Similarly, extreme 
raters will produce residuals with large standard deviations, and the residuals will be posi-
tively correlated with expected scores. 
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Table 1: 
Statistical Summary of the Influence of Rater Effects on Residuals 

 
Rater Effect SDresidual rresidual,E(X) 

Accuracy 
Inaccuracy 

0 
• 

0 
0 

Leniency 
Severity 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Centrality 
Extremism 

0 
• 

-1.00 
1.00 

 
 

The Multifaceted Rasch Model 
 
The multifaceted Rasch model extends the family of Rasch models to cases in which 

multiple facets of measurement (i.e., elements of the measurement context that may contrib-
ute to measurement error) are modeled (Linacre, 1994; Wright & Masters, 1982). In the case 
of rater effects, the multifaceted Rasch model may be used to control for error contributed by 
systematic variability between both items and raters. Although there are several versions of 
the multifaceted Rasch model, only the Multifaceted Rasch Rating Scale Model (MRRSM) 
will be discussed in this article.3 As with all Rasch models, the MRRSM depicts the additive 
contribution of each element of the measurement context to the log of the odds (the logit) of 
observing one rating scale category versus the next lower rating scale category using parame-
ters that represent the object of measurement and facets of the measurement context such as 
raters and items. Mathematically, we can express this relationship as 
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where θn is the location of the object of measurement on the underlying linear continuum, λr 
is the location of rater r, and δik is the location of the threshold (k) between categories x and 
x-1 on the rating scale for item i. In the case of the MRRSM, the location of each threshold is 
held constant across all items. Rasch scaling software typically employs maximum likelihood 
methods to estimate the values of parameters based on observed ratings. 

As is evident in this equation, the location of the underlying rater directly influences the 
probability of observing a particular category for the object of measurement in question. 
Hence, it is clear that λr depicts the harshness or leniency of rater r. By examining the rela-
tive magnitudes of the λr estimates for a particular set of ratings, one can identify raters who 
are harsh or lenient relative to the pool of raters. Standard errors can be estimated for each of 
these parameter estimates, and Wald statistics 
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can be computed to identify raters who deviate from a group mean (i.e., null value) of 0 by a 
statistically significant degree4. 

Model-based expected values can also be computed for each rater-by-measurement ob-
ject-by-item combination, 
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and x is a count of the number of rating scale thresholds exceeded by an object of measure-
ment (ranging from 0 to m).  

The residuals of observed ratings from these model-based expectations, Xnir – Enir, can be 
used to identify rater accuracy/inaccuracy and rater centrality/extremism as specified in the 
previous section of this article. Specifically, smaller residual standard deviations are associ-
ated with rater accuracy and centrality, while larger residual standard deviations are associ-
ated with rater inaccuracy and extremism. Rater accuracy and centrality can be differentiated 
by examining the correlation between the residual and the expected rating associated with 
that residual (rresidual,expected). If the correlation between the residual and expected rating is near 
zero then rater accuracy is indicated. On the other hand, if the residual-expected correlation 
is negative, then rater centrality is indicated. Rater inaccuracy and extremism can be differ-
entiated in a similar way – the correlation between residuals and expected ratings should be 
near zero in the case of rater inaccuracy and should be positive in the case of extremism. 

 
 

Method 
 

Instrumentation 
 
Each year, high school students in the United States participate in Advanced Placement 

(AP) courses, and they may elect to take an examination covering the content of that course 
in order to receive college credit for participating in the AP course. The AP course in English 
Literature and Composition engages students in reading and critical analysis of imaginative 
literature. Through the reading of selected texts, students deepen their understanding of the 
ways writers use language to provide both meaning and pleasure for their readers. The ex-
amination for the English Literature and Composition course contains a 60-minute multiple-
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choice section and two 60-minute essay questions (Advanced Placement Program, 2003a).  
The data for this study were taken from a single essay prompt requiring students to read and 
respond to a humorous text. 

 
 

Raters 
 
Essay questions for the English Literature and Composition Examination were scored by 

101 readers who were selected to be highly qualified and were trained extensively to provide 
fair, uniform, and accurate ratings. Each year, developers of the AP examinations create 
detailed scoring guidelines, thoroughly train all readers, and implement various checks and 
balances throughout the AP Reading. The scoring guidelines describe the characteristics of 
each category of the nine-point rating scale, and exemplars of student essays are used to 
illustrate those characteristics during rater training. Raters also rate and discuss prescored 
examples of student essays. Prior to rating operational essays, raters must demonstrate mas-
tery of the scoring guidelines by achieving a minimum level of agreement with a set of pre- 
scored student essays. During the operational rating session, numerous steps are taken to 
ensure that grading is done fairly and consistently (e.g., student identification information is 
concealed, clerical aids minimize paperwork performed by readers, scores of other readers 
are masked, readers are routinely retrained and their performance is monitored by expert 
readers) (Advanced Placement Program, 2003b). 

 
 

Procedures 
 
In an operational AP reading, only a single rating is assigned to each examinee’s essay. 

To remove the confounding of rater effects and examinee abilities that is created by the 
nested rating design (i.e., raters nested within examinees), 28 essays were distributed to and 
rated by the 101 operational readers who participated in this study. These essays were also 
assigned a consensus score by a panel of six expert raters, but these scores were concealed 
from the operational raters.  

 
 

Analyses 
 
Ratings for the 28 essays assigned by the 101 operational raters were scaled to a multi-

faceted Rasch rating scale model using the Facets computer program (Linacre, 2003). Rater 
location parameter estimates and the associated standard errors, and residuals and expected 
ratings for each rater-by-examinee combination were created. These statistics were used to 
create a standard deviation of the residuals and a correlation between the residuals and ex-
pected ratings for each rater. 
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Results 
 

Harshness/Leniency 
 
Figure 4 displays the rater location parameter estimates, sorted from the most lenient 

rater to the harshest rater, each with a 95% confidence band drawn around it. A Bonferroni 
correction for multiple comparisons was applied to these confidence bands to control for the 
experiment-wise Type I error rate. Note that six of the raters (6%) exhibit leniency that is 
statistically significant in its difference from the group mean of zero. Similarly, five of the 
raters (5%) exhibit statistically significant harshness. For illustration, the average rating 
assigned by the harshest rater equals 3.42 while the average rating assigned by the most 
lenient rater equals 5.68. The average of all ratings assigned to the set of 28 essays by the 
101 raters equals 4.39. From these figures, it is clear that the rater harshness and leniency 
may have a profound impact on the rating assigned to an examinee. In fact, if an arbitrary 
cut-point was imposed on the raw ratings (e.g., 5 or greater is a passing rating – the 50th per-
centile of the expert ratings), 75% of the examinees rated by the most lenient rater would 
pass while only 14% of the examinees rated by the harshest rater would pass5.  
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Figure 4: 
 Rater Harshness and Leniency Estimates 
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Accuracy/Inaccuracy/Centrality 
 
Figure 5 displays the scatterplot of the standard deviations of the residuals (x-axis, SDre-

sidual) and the correlations between residuals and expected ratings (y-axis, rresidual,expected). Over-
laid on this plot are regions associated with rater accuracy, inaccuracy, centrality, and ex-
tremism. Note that the boundaries of the regions of SDresidual axis were arbitrarily set to 0.75 
and 1.25 and the boundaries of the regions of rresidual,expected are defined by the critical value of 
that correlation coefficient. As described previously, accuracy is depicted by a small SDresidual 
and a near-zero value of rresidual,expected, inaccuracy is depicted by a large SDresidual and a near-zero 
value of rresidual,expected, centrality is depicted by a small SDresidual and a negative value of rre-

sidual,expected, and extremism is depicted by a large SDresidual and a positive value of rresidual,expected.  
Overall, 10% of the raters met the accuracy criteria, 1% of the raters met the inaccuracy 

criteria, 4% met the centrality criteria, and 2% met the extremism criteria. For the purpose of 
verifying that the criteria identify meaningfully large patterns of rater effects, consider the 
information shown in Table 2. The top section of that table compares the agreement rate 
between two raters – one meeting the accuracy criteria and one meeting the inaccuracy crite-
ria – and the rounded average rating of all 101 raters. These figures demonstrate that the 
accurate rater was within one rating scale category of the average of all raters on 86% of the 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5: 
Rater Accuracy, Inaccuracy, and Centrality Indices 
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Table 2: 
Number of Essays Consistent with Rater Effect 

 
Deviation from Mean of All Raters Rater 

0 to 1 point 2 or more points 
Accurate 
Inaccurate 

24 
20 

4 
8 

Proximity to Own Mean versus 
Proximity of  Mean of All Raters to Overall Mean 

 

Closer Farther 
Central 
Extreme 

16 
6 

12 
22 

 
 
essays while the inaccurate rater was within one rating scale category of the average of all 
raters on only 71% of the essays. In rating programs that employ adjudication procedures 
when two raters assign ratings that are more than one point apart, the adjudication rate of the 
inaccurate rater would be considerably higher than the adjudication rate of the accurate rater. 

Similarly, the bottom section of that table compares the distance the ratings of two raters 
– one meeting the centrality criteria and one meeting the extremism criteria – lie from their 
own mean ratings to the distance each average rating (across the 101 raters) lies from the 
mean of all of these averages. These figures clearly demonstrate that the extreme rater as-
signs ratings that are much more widely dispersed than a typical rater – 79% of the ratings 
assigned by that rater were farther away from that rater’s mean than were the average ratings 
from their own mean. Similarly, albeit a less pronounced effect, the central rater assigned 
ratings that were closer to that rater’s mean (than the average rating was to the mean of all of 
these average ratings) 57% of the time. 

 
 

Frame of Reference 
 
It is important to note that the frame of reference for interpreting these rater effects has 

been the pool of raters. This requires one to assume that, on average, the pool of raters con-
tains only a very small proportion of raters who exhibit rater effects. For example, because 
rater harshness and leniency are measured as deviations from the average rating across all 
raters, an implicit assumption required to interpret rater location parameter estimates is that 
there is no prevalence of harshness or leniency among the raters in the pool. This may or may 
not be the case. For example, in the data reported here, the average rating across the 101 
raters and the 28 essays equals 4.39. On the other hand, the average consensus score assigned 
by the pool of six expert raters to these same essays equals 3.79. Hence, on average, raters in 
this study were lenient when compared to the experts. This fact illustrates an important prob-
lem in the analysis of rater effects – nearly all of the procedures based on latent trait meas-
urement models employ a normative frame of reference and the use of such a frame of refer-
ence requires an assumption that rater effects are randomly distributed and are exhibited by 
only a minority of the raters in the pool. 
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Discussion 
 
Rater effects may manifest themselves in a variety of contexts involving human judg-

ment, and the existence of rater effects may threaten the validity of decisions that are made 
based on those ratings. This article has demonstrated that statistics derived from the multi-
faceted Rasch rating scale model may provide information that is useful to those who wish to 
evaluate the quality of ratings. Because much of the effort to study rater effects has focused 
on rater harshness and leniency, this article simply demonstrates the usefulness of the 
MFRRSM for detecting these rater effects.  

On the other hand, this article also proposes and demonstrates the utility of two residual-
based indices that may be useful in the diagnosis of rater accuracy, inaccuracy, centrality, 
and extremism – effects that have received considerably less attention in the literature relat-
ing to rater effects. Specifically, this article provides an explanation concerning how the 
standard deviation of model-based residuals and the correlation of those residuals from the 
model-based expectations should behave in the presence of these rater effects, illustrates that 
the patterns of ratings that are flagged by these indices are consistent with the hypothesized 
rater effects, and provides evidence that these rater effects even exist in the ratings assigned 
in highly structured and standardized settings (e.g., settings like AP rating sessions). Previous 
efforts to measure rater effects using model-to-data fit indices have demonstrated mixed 
levels of success in differentiating between and identifying the existence of these particular 
rater effects (Engelhard, 1994; Wolfe et al., 2000). A useful extension of the information 
presented in this article would be a series of simulation studies designed to document the 
sampling distributions of these indices and the rates with which these indices accurately and 
inaccurately nominate (or fail to nominate) ratings that are simulated to exhibit each of these 
rater effects. 

A very important topic that has received little attention in the literature relating to rater 
effects is the interpretive frame of reference within which rater effects are portrayed. A seri-
ous shortcoming of the methods described in this article is their reliance on an implicit as-
sumption that rater effects are distributed in the pool of raters in a non-systematic manner. 
As a result, in rater pools in which a particular rater effect is pervasive, a minority of highly 
competent raters may be flagged for exhibiting aberrant rating patterns because the frame of 
reference is the pool of non-competent raters. Although procedures have been developed for 
depicting rater effects relative to a framework other than the pool of raters (Engelhard, 1996; 
Wolfe, 1998), these procedures have not been thoroughly researched and have not been 
adopted as standard rater monitoring practice. 

Finally, this article focuses exclusively on what may be appropriately labeled static rater 
effects (i..e., rater effects that are assumed to be an immutable characteristic of the rater over 
time). Previous research has demonstrated that rater effects may be dynamic due to phenom-
ena such as rater fatigue, implementation of rater monitoring procedures, and learning that 
occurs after the commencement of a rating project (Congdon & McQueen, 1997; Wolfe, 
Moulder, & Myford, 2001). An interesting and challenging task for future research would be 
to extend the procedures introduced in this article to the examination of pratice/fatigue ef-
fects (i.e., differential accuracy/inaccuracy over time), recency/primacy (i.e., differential 
harshness/leniency over time), and differential centrality/extremism over time. 
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Endnotes 

 
1 It is important to note that, in this article, all rater effects are defined in a normative 

sense. That is, the frame of reference for interpreting rater effects is the sample of raters. The 
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term “known to be valid” is used here to acknowledge that a different frame of reference 
could be chosen (e.g., one that depicts rater effects relative to an absolute criterion, such as 
expert ratings that contain no error). 

2 In this article, the term object of measurement has been adopted to refer to the elements 
that are the focus of interest. In achievement testing, those elements are typically examinees. 
In industrial settings, those elements are typically candidates. 

3 Other multifaceted Rasch models include the more restricted dichotomous model and 
the more generalized partial credit model. Most of the analyses described in this article can 
be performed in the context of these other models. 

4 Because of scale indeterminacy, the mean and standard deviation of one distribution of 
parameter estimates must be set to equal zero. Most Rasch parameter estimation software 
allows the user to specify which of these distributions serves as the “anchor” for the remain-
ing distributions. 

5 It is important to note that this example was chosen for illustration purposes only. These 
results are not comparable to what would be observed in the AP passing rates, which are set 
by individual institutions, because the essay portion of the English Literature and Composi-
tion test is only one of several components of the composite score. 
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Der Umgang mit komplexen Systemen stellt hohe Anforderungen an die Verarbeitung 
von Informationen und der Anwendung von Wissen über die „ Hebel“, mit denen solche 
Systeme gesteuert werden können. Die psychologische Forschung hat heterogene Er-
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als vielmehr methodische. Diese Studie zeigt die methodischen Defizite der bisherigen 
Forschungsansätze auf und beschreibt sowie beschreitet einen Weg, mit dem methodi-
sche Artefakte und theoretische Effekte differenziert werden können. Anhand der darge-
stellten eigenen Untersuchung wird deutlich, dass viele Untersuchungsergebnisse nicht 
das Resultat experimenteller Variation sind, sondern das Ergebnis der Eigendynamik der 
verwendeten komplexen Systeme. Unter Berücksichtigung messmethodischer Standards 
zeigt sich dagegen, dass vor allem die Schwierigkeit eines komplexen Systems die Steue-
rungsleistung maßgeblich beeinflusst, während sich unterschiedliche Lernformen (die 
bisher untersucht wurden) vor allem auf Menge und Qualität des Wissens auswirken. 
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